A method implemented in a memory device, wherein the memory device comprises a first memory and a second memory, the method comprising receiving a direct memory access (DMA) write request from a first central processing unit (CPU) in a first computing system, wherein the DMA write request is for a plurality of bytes of data, in response to the DMA write request receiving the plurality of bytes of data from a memory in the first computing system without processing by the first CPU, and storing the plurality of bytes of data in the first memory, and upon completion of the storing, sending an interrupt message to a second CPU in a second computing system, wherein the interrupt message is configured to interrupt processing of the second CPU and initiate transfer of the plurality of bytes of data to a memory in the second computing system.
ENHANCED DATA TRANSFER IN MULTI-CPU SYSTEMS
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BACKGROUND
[0004] Computer clusters may be employed for a myriad of tasks from performing operations simultaneously to conducting complex computations. A computer cluster may comprise a group of loosely or tightly coupled central processing units (CPUs) which may operate as a single system. For example, a loosely coupled system may be two or more CPUs on independent servers with a loose form of interconnection in between components. A tightly coupled system may be a symmetric multi-processing (SMP) system with an interconnection such as QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) or HyperTransport (HT). Multiple CPUs may be connected on a single disk or via a network in a data center.

[0005] In multi-CPU systems without coherent shared memory, it may be desirable to share large data segments between applications running on separate CPUs. Conventional data transfer in multi-CPU systems may be conducted by direct communication between CPUs; however, this approach may be limited by the amount of data that may be sent in a message between processing units as well as the transfer speed. A centralized server may be utilized to store large amounts of data during transfer; however, there may be an increase in complexity in navigating through different protocols to store on devices such as solid-state drives (SSD), which have relatively slow write times. Additionally, there may be a large overhead and high latency in these inter-CPU communication methods.

SUMMARY
In one embodiment, the disclosure includes a method implemented in a memory device, wherein the memory device comprises a first memory and a second memory, the method comprising receiving a direct memory access (DMA) write request from a first central processing unit (CPU) in a first computing system, wherein the DMA write request is for a plurality of bytes of data, in response to the DMA write request receiving the plurality of bytes of data from a memory in the first computing system without processing by the first CPU, and storing the plurality of bytes of data in the first memory, and upon completion of the storing, sending an interrupt message to a second CPU in a second computing system, wherein the interrupt message is configured to interrupt processing of the second CPU and initiate transfer of the plurality of bytes of data to a memory in the second computing system.

In another embodiment, the disclosure includes a method implemented in a memory device, wherein the memory device comprises a first memory and a second memory, the method comprising sending an interrupt message to a first CPU in a first computing system, wherein the interrupt message interrupts processing by the first CPU and indicates a plurality of bytes of data are stored in the first memory and intended for the first computing system, and wherein the plurality of bytes of data are from a second computing system comprising a second CPU, performing a DMA copy of the plurality of bytes of data from the second memory to a memory coupled to the first CPU in response to the interrupt message, wherein the first CPU is not occupied by the DMA copy, upon completion of the DMA copy storing a completion indicator to the second memory, wherein the completion indicator indicates that the DMA copy is complete, sending a second interrupt message to the second CPU, wherein the second interrupt is configured to interrupt processing of the second CPU, in response to the second interrupt message, allowing the second CPU to read the completion indicator to determine the status of the DMA copy.

In yet another embodiment, the disclosure includes a memory device comprising a first memory configured to receive a DMA write request from a first CPU in a first computing system, wherein the DMA write request is for a plurality of bytes of data, receive the plurality of bytes from a memory in the first computing system without processing by the first CPU, and store the plurality of bytes in response to the DMA write request, and a controller coupled to the first memory and configured to send an interrupt message to a second CPU in a second computing system, wherein the interrupt message is configured to interrupt processing of the second CPU and initiate transfer of the plurality of bytes of data to a memory in the second computing system.

These and other features will be more clearly understood from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] For a more complete understanding of this disclosure, reference is now made to the following brief description, taken in connection with the accompanying drawings and detailed description, wherein like reference numerals represent like parts.

[0011] FIG. 1 is a diagram of an embodiment of a multi-CPU system architecture using an expansion memory (EM) device for data transfer.

[0012] FIG. 2 illustrates a diagram of an embodiment of CPU memory allocation.

[0013] FIG. 3 is a protocol diagram illustrating an embodiment of signaling between two computing systems and an EM device.

[0014] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a data transfer method in a multi-CPU system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] It should be understood at the outset that, although an illustrative implementation of one or more embodiments are provided below, the disclosed systems and/or methods may be implemented using any number of techniques, whether currently known or in existence. The disclosure should in no way be limited to the illustrative implementations, drawings, and techniques illustrated below, including the exemplary designs and implementations illustrated and described herein, but may be modified within the scope of the appended claims along with their full scope of equivalents.

[0016] It may be beneficial to use a direct memory access (DMA) engine to enable a direct transfer of large quantities of data while a CPU is performing other operations. A significant challenge in implementation may be the need for the development of a simplified cross-CPU interruption method for efficient data sharing. In order to further facilitate data transfer in such a system, an intermediate area for temporary data storage may be desired in order to improve upon conventional multi-CPU communication methods.

[0017] Disclosed herein are systems, methods, apparatuses and computer program products for data transfer in a multi-CPU system by using expansion memory and a cross-CPU interrupting DMA engine. An expansion memory (EM) input/output (I/O) module may be utilized to share or transfer data segments between different computing systems in a loosely or tightly coupled multi-CPU environment. The EM device may be connected to one or more networks through which CPUs may send data to and receive data from other CPUs. The data transfer between CPUs via the EM device may be conducted by using DMA operations. In conventional DMA methods, a CPU may program a DMA engine to obtain data for itself from an I/O device or a separate CPU. However, a cross-CPU interrupting DMA
engine may allow a CPU to initiate DMA for data sharing and terminate the transfer at a different CPU. Additionally, an interrupt mechanism may be used to notify CPUs about any occurring data transfer related events that they may be beneficial to respond to with certain actions. The CPU initiating data transfer may direct a completion interrupt to another CPU in order to simplify the messaging. The data transfer methods and associated architectures may achieve high-speed inter-CPU communication.

[0018] FIG. 1 is a diagram of an embodiment of a multi-CPU system architecture 100. The architecture 100 may comprise computing systems 110 and 120, an interconnect 130, and an EM device 139 configured as shown (an EM device may sometimes be referred to as an EM module). Although only two computing systems 110 and 120 are shown for illustrative purposes, any number of computing systems may be used in the multi-CPU system. The computing systems 110 and 120 may be tightly or loosely coupled. That is, they may be located on the same server or on separate servers, depending on the realization of the interconnect 130. The computing systems 110 and 120 may each further comprise CPUs 112 and 122 and associated memories (sometimes referred to as memory devices or memory modules) 114 and 124, respectively. The CPUs 112 and 122 may communicate with the memories 114 and 124 via a direct connection, as each computing system (110 and 120) may be located on a single server. Computing systems 110 and 120 may be directly connected, and they may not necessarily have to communicate through the EM device 139. For example, control messages may be sent directly between the two CPUs 112 and 122 over the interconnect 130.

[0019] The memories 114 and 124 may be dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) or a cache, which may be used to store volatile data and perhaps store instructions. Memories 114 and 124 may essentially be the destination of a DMA operation during data transfer. The interconnect 130 may be a DMA and interrupt capable interconnect, such as a bus or a switched network or any other suitable topology. The interconnect 130 may employ any type of communication medium, such as electrical, optical, wireless, or any combination thereof. The multi-CPU system may be interconnected in any manner, including but not limited to a star or mesh topology. The multi-CPU system may be built upon any interconnection technology that supports DMA transfer and interrupt messaging, wherein all CPUs and I/O devices communicate to each other over the interconnection network.

[0020] The EM device 139 may comprise a controller 140, a first memory 141, and a second memory 142. The controller 140 may be an I/O controller that may interface with the interconnect 130 and move data from the interconnect 130 to the associated memories 141 and 142. The controller 140 may be implemented as one or more CPU chips, cores (e.g., a multi-core processor), field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), and/or digital signal processors (DSPs). The EM device 139 may comprise a relatively small, fast memory area in
the first memory 141 to store metadata, as well as up to terabytes of storage space in the second memory 142. Memory 141 may be static random-access memory (SRAM), such as double-data rate (DDR) SRAM, which may be employed as a memory cache to store metadata. This area may be a cache storing metadata as needed for bookkeeping, in order to monitor data transfers and data storage on the EM device 139. Memory 142 may be a second memory used in storing large amounts of data, such as a DRAM Controller 140 may communicate directly with the memories 141 and 142 without the interconnect 130. The controller 140 and memories 141 and 142 may be implemented on the same printed circuited board (PCB).

[0021] Memory 141 may be divided into a plurality of segments, which may each be assigned to a CPU. FIG. 2 illustrates a diagram of an embodiment of CPU memory allocation. The diagram 200 comprises a memory divided into $n$ segments, wherein segments 1, 2, ..., $n$ are each assigned to corresponding CPU$i$, CPU$_2$, ..., CPU$_n$. An assigned CPU may be the only CPU allowed to write to the assigned segment, while other CPUs may only read from the assigned segment. For example, CPU$i$ may write to memory segment 1, while CPU$_2$... may only read from segment 1. The entries in the $n$ memory segments may be used to communicate parameters of the data to be transferred, such as address and length. Although the memory segments are shown as consecutive segments in FIG. 2 for illustrative purposes, they are not necessarily required to be assigned in a particular order. The memory segments may be non-contiguous memory and allocated for different CPUs in any manner. The CPUs may also be arranged in any order and assigned to varying segments in the memory.

[0022] FIG. 3 is a protocol diagram 300 illustrating an embodiment of signaling between two computing systems 310 and 320 and an EM device 340. The computing systems 310 and 320 may be the same as the computing systems 110 and 120, respectively. The computing systems 310 and 320 may comprise CPU$_1$ 312 and CPU$_2$ 322, as well as memory 314 and memory 324, respectively. Specifically, the protocol diagram 300 depicts the communication between the computing system components and the EM device components. The EM device 340 may comprise a controller 341, a memory 342, and a memory 344. The components in diagram 300 may be implemented in a multi-CPU system architecture such as system 100, where components such as computing systems 110, 120, interconnect 130, and EM device 139 may be employed. The computing systems 310 and 320 and the EM device 340 may be coupled through an interconnect, such as interconnect 130. Although not illustrated in FIG. 3, it is understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art that the computing systems 310 and 320 and the EM device 340 each may comprise a corresponding transceiver through which the components of the computing systems 310, 320 (e.g., the memories 314, 324 and CPUs 312 and 322) and the EM device 340 (e.g., the controller 341 and memories 342, 344) may communicate with
one another. The computing systems 110 and 120 and EM device 139 may similarly employ transceivers.

[0023] Suppose an application running on CPU1 312 wants to send a message or data of N bytes to an application running on CPU2 322 in a multi-CPU system. The size N of the data to be transferred may be several gigabytes as an example. In order to demonstrate the data transfer mechanism, the following notations in Table 1 may be used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source CPU1 address</td>
<td>CPU1_START</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM start address</td>
<td>EM1_START</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination CPU2 address</td>
<td>CPU2_START</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: An example of address notations in multi-CPU system.

[0024] The sequence of events for data transfer in diagram 300 may commence at step 351, wherein the computing system 310 may have N bytes of data starting at the CPU1_START address. The N bytes of data may be one continuous space or scattered non-contiguous segments. Computing system 310 may build a scatter-gather list, which may comprise a list of elements with physical addresses and lengths, indicating regions of memory from which data should be transferred. The scatter-gather list may be a road map to continuous or non-contiguous segments of memory, such as the segments depicted in diagram 200.

[0025] The computing system 310 may send a message from the memory 314 to the memory 344 in the EM device 340 to copy the data stored in the locations on the scatter-gather list to the address EM1_START. Computing system 310 and/or EM device 340 may comprise a DMA engine in order to transfer data from the memory 314 to 344. A DMA engine may be a logic unit or processor that facilitates memory operations and is separate from an associated CPU in order to free processing resources of the CPU from being occupied with memory operations. For example, a DMA engine in computing system 310 may be a logic unit or processor that exists separately from CPU1 312. Further, the DMA engine may be located at an I/O device (e.g., in computing system 310). A DMA data transfer (or copy or write operation) from memory 314 to memory 344 may occur while allowing the CPU1 312 to accomplish other tasks during the data transfer. In other words, the CPU1 312 is not occupied or does not have to use processing resources devoted to the data transfer once it begins. This is an advantage of DMA operations. In step 352, CPU1 312 may write information about the N bytes to the corresponding memory segment at memory 342, wherein the EM start address may be EM1_START. Memory 342 may be SRAM or a cache used to store information, including metadata
such as the destination CPU2_START address and the length of the data to be stored (e.g., in units of bytes, which is N bytes in this case). The first two steps may enable DMA, wherein the EM device 340 may independently access the N bytes of data to be transferred from computing system 310. Upon DMA completion, the controller 341 in EM device 340 may send an interrupt or interrupt message (e.g., an Message Signaled Interrupt (MSI) or MSI-X interrupt) in step 353 to CPU2 322 in computing system 320. The interrupt may notify CPU2 322 where to locate the metadata about the data destined to the particular CPU. Once it has received the interrupt, the CPU2 322 may read the memory segment addressed in the interrupt message in step 354 in order to obtain information about the data (e.g., EMI_START address and message length).

[0026] In step 355, the computing system 320 may set up a DMA copy to copy the N bytes of data beginning at EMI_START to the address CPU2_START in memory 324. The DMA data transfer (or copy or write operation) may occur while allowing the CPU2 322 to accomplish other tasks during the data transfer. In other words, the CPU1 312 is not occupied or does not have to use processing resources devoted to the data transfer once it begins. In step 356, CPU2 322 may write a completion indicator (i.e., metadata) to its assigned memory segment in memory 342 for the destination address CPU1_START. Upon DMA completion, the EM device controller 341 may send an interrupt (e.g., MSI or MSI-X interrupt) in step 357 to CPU1 312 with the address of the metadata in the memory segment in memory 342. After receiving the interrupt, CPU1 312 may read the metadata in the memory segment to obtain the completion status in step 358. If the transfer has been completed successfully, CPU1 312 may re-use the CPU1_START address from additional data sharing with CPU2 322 or another CPU in the system.

[0027] Computing systems 310 and 320 may be directly connected and may not necessarily require communication through the EM device 340. For example, steps 352, 354, 356, and 358 may be control messages that are sent between systems 310 and 320 over a direct connection, such as interconnect 130. These messages may optionally be sent over the interconnect directly from one computing system to another computing system without sending the messages using the EM device 340.

[0028] FIG. 4 is a flowchart 400 of an embodiment of a data transfer method. The steps of the flowchart 400 may be implemented in an interconnected multi-CPU system, with at least two computing systems and an EM device, such as computing systems 110 and 120, and EM device 139, and/or computing systems 310, 320 and EM device 340. The steps may be performed in an EM device, such as EM device 139 and/or EM device 340.
[0029] The flowchart begins in block 410 in which an EM device (e.g., EM device 139) may receive a request from a computing system such as computing system 110 to write data. The request may comprise a scatter-gather list with a compilation of physical addresses and lengths, indicating the data and memory locations from which the data should be transferred. In block 420, the EM device may write the metadata from the first computing system's source address to its assigned segment in the first memory. The EM device may comprise two memories (e.g., memory 141 and memory 142), wherein the first memory may be a SRAM or cache storing memory data and the second memory may be a memory storing large amounts of data. In block 430, the EM device may write data from the first computing system to the second memory using a DMA engine. The method may continue in block 440, wherein the EM device may send an interrupt to a second computing system (e.g., computing system 120). The interrupt message may allow the second computing system to locate and read the metadata about the data to be transferred from the first computing system. In block 450, the EM device may write the data from its second memory to the second computing system's memory using the DMA engine. Next in block 460, the EM device may write a completion bit from the second computing system to the assigned segment in the first memory. In block 470, the EM device may send an interrupt to the first computing system with the address of the metadata in the first memory segment. From this metadata, the EM device may allow the computing system to read the completion bit and determine whether or not data transfer was successfully completed.

[0030] It is understood that by programming and/or loading executable instructions onto an EM device, such as EM device 139 or EM device 340, at least one of the controller, the first memory, and the second memory are changed, transforming the EM device in part into a particular machine or apparatus, having the novel functionality taught by the present disclosure. It is fundamental to the electrical engineering and software engineering arts that functionality that can be implemented by loading executable software into a computer can be converted to a hardware implementation by well-known design rules. Decisions between implementing a concept in software versus hardware typically hinge on considerations of stability of the design and numbers of units to be produced rather than any issues involved in translating from the software domain to the hardware domain. Generally, a design that is still subject to frequent change may be preferred to be implemented in software, because re-spinning a hardware implementation is more expensive than re-spinning a software design. Generally, a design that is stable that will be produced in large volume may be preferred to be implemented in hardware, for example in an ASIC, because for large production runs the hardware implementation may be less expensive than the software implementation. Often a design may be developed and tested in a software form and later transformed, by well-known design rules, to an equivalent hardware
implementation in an ASIC that hardwires the instructions of the software. In the same manner as a
machine controlled by a new ASIC is a particular machine or apparatus, likewise a computer that has
been programmed and/or loaded with executable instructions may be viewed as a particular machine
or apparatus.

[0031] At least one embodiment is disclosed and variations, combinations, and/or modifications of
the embodiment(s) and/or features of the embodiment(s) made by a person having ordinary skill in the
art are within the scope of the disclosure. Alternative embodiments that result from combining,
integrating, and/or omitting features of the embodiment(s) are also within the scope of the disclosure.
Where numerical ranges or limitations are expressly stated, such express ranges or limitations may be
understood to include iterative ranges or limitations of like magnitude falling within the expressly
stated ranges or limitations (e.g., from about 1 to about 10 includes, 2, 3, 4, etc.; greater than 0.10
includes 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, etc.). For example, whenever a numerical range with a lower limit, Ri, and
an upper limit, Ru, is disclosed, any number falling within the range is specifically disclosed. In
particular, the following numbers within the range are specifically disclosed: R = Ri + k * (Ru - Ri),
wherein k is a variable ranging from 1 percent to 100 percent with a 1 percent increment, i.e., k is 1
percent, 2 percent, 3 percent, 4 percent, 5 percent, ..., 50 percent, 51 percent, 52 percent, ..., 95
percent, 96 percent, 97 percent, 98 percent, 99 percent, or 100 percent. Moreover, any numerical range
defined by two R numbers as defined in the above is also specifically disclosed. The use of the term
"about" means +/- 10% of the subsequent number, unless otherwise stated. Use of the term
"optionally" with respect to any element of a claim means that the element is required, or alternatively,
the element is not required, both alternatives being within the scope of the claim. Use of broader terms
such as comprises, includes, and having may be understood to provide support for narrower terms
such as consisting of, consisting essentially of, and comprised substantially of. Accordingly, the scope
of protection is not limited by the description set out above but is defined by the claims that follow,
that scope including all equivalents of the subject matter of the claims. Each and every claim is
incorporated as further disclosure into the specification and the claims are embodiment(s) of the
present disclosure. The discussion of a reference in the disclosure is not an admission that it is prior art,
especially any reference that has a publication date after the priority date of this application. The
disclosure of all patents, patent applications, and publications cited in the disclosure are hereby
incorporated by reference, to the extent that they provide exemplary, procedural, or other details
supplementary to the disclosure.

[0032] While several embodiments have been provided in the present disclosure, it may be
understood that the disclosed systems and methods might be embodied in many other specific forms
without departing from the spirit or scope of the present disclosure. The present examples are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the intention is not to be limited to the details given herein. For example, the various elements or components may be combined or integrated in another system or certain features may be omitted, or not implemented.

[0033] In addition, techniques, systems, subsystems, and methods described and illustrated in the various embodiments as discrete or separate may be combined or integrated with other systems, modules, techniques, or methods without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. Other items shown or discussed as coupled or directly coupled or communicating with each other may be indirectly coupled or communicating through some interface, device, or intermediate component whether electrically, mechanically, or otherwise. Other examples of changes, substitutions, and alterations are ascertainable by one skilled in the art and may be made without departing from the spirit and scope disclosed herein.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method implemented in a memory device, wherein the memory device comprises a first memory and a second memory, the method comprising:
   receiving a direct memory access (DMA) write request from a first central processing unit (CPU) in a first computing system, wherein the DMA write request is for a plurality of bytes of data;
   in response to the DMA write request:
   receiving the plurality of bytes of data from a memory in the first computing system without processing by the first CPU; and
   storing the plurality of bytes of data in the first memory; and
   upon completion of the storing, sending an interrupt message to a second CPU in a second computing system, wherein the interrupt message is configured to interrupt processing of the second CPU and initiate transfer of the plurality of bytes of data to a memory in the second computing system.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein further in response to the DMA write request:
   receiving metadata from the first CPU, wherein the metadata includes a length of the plurality of bytes of data; and
   writing the metadata in the second memory, wherein the metadata begins at a first address of the second memory, and wherein the interrupt message comprises the first address.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   reading the metadata, by the second computing system, starting at the first address; and
   performing a direct memory access (DMA) copy of the plurality of bytes of data from the first memory to the memory in the second computing system in response to the interrupt message, wherein the second CPU is not occupied by the DMA copy.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein
   upon completion of the DMA copy:
   storing a completion indicator to the second memory, wherein the completion indicator
   indicates that the DMA copy is complete;
   sending a second interrupt message to the first CPU, wherein the second interrupt is configured
   to interrupt processing of the first CPU;
   in response to the second interrupt message, allowing the first CPU to read the completion
   indicator from the second memory to determine the status of the DMA copy.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the second memory is divided into at least two segments
   comprising a first segment and a second segment, wherein the first segment is assigned to the first
   computing system and the second segment is assigned to the second computing system for writing
   metadata regarding data transfer to the corresponding segment, and wherein either of the computing
   systems are allowed to read from either segment.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the metadata is stored in the first segment, and wherein the
   completion indicator is stored in the second segment.

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the first interrupt message and the second interrupt message
   are of the type Message Signaled Interrupt (MSI).

8. The method of claim 2, wherein the metadata further includes an identifier of the second CPU,
   wherein further upon completion of the storing, reading the metadata, by the memory device, to
determine the identifier of the second CPU.
9. A method implemented in a memory device, wherein the memory device comprises a first memory and a second memory, the method comprising:

sending an interrupt message to a first central processing unit (CPU) in a first computing system, wherein the interrupt message interrupts processing by the first CPU and indicates a plurality of bytes of data are stored in the first memory and intended for the first computing system, and wherein the plurality of bytes of data are from a second computing system comprising a second CPU;

performing a direct memory access (DMA) copy of the plurality of bytes of data from the second memory to a memory coupled to the first CPU in response to the interrupt message, wherein the first CPU is not occupied by the DMA copy;

upon completion of the DMA copy:

storing a completion indicator to the second memory, wherein the completion indicator indicates that the DMA copy is complete;

sending a second interrupt message to the second CPU, wherein the second interrupt is configured to interrupt processing of the second CPU;

in response to the second interrupt message, allowing the second CPU to read the completion indicator to determine the status of the DMA copy.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

receiving a direct memory access (DMA) write request from the second CPU, wherein the DMA write request is for the plurality of bytes of data;

in response to the DMA write request:

receiving the plurality of bytes of data from a memory in the second computing system without processing by the second CPU; and

storing the plurality of bytes of data in the first memory.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the interrupt message comprises a first address of the second memory, wherein metadata regarding the plurality of bytes of data is stored starting at the first address, wherein the metadata comprises a length of the plurality of bytes of data and an address in the first memory where the plurality of bytes of data is stored, and wherein prior to performing the DMA copy the first CPU reads the metadata starting at the first address.
12. A memory device comprising:
    a first memory configured to:
    receive a direct memory access (DMA) write request from a first central processing unit (CPU) in a first computing system, wherein the DMA write request is for a plurality of bytes of data;
    receive the plurality of bytes from a memory in the first computing system without processing by the first CPU; and
    store the plurality of bytes in response to the DMA write request; and
    a controller coupled to the first memory and configured to send an interrupt message to a second CPU in a second computing system, wherein the interrupt message is configured to interrupt processing of the second CPU and initiate transfer of the plurality of bytes of data to a memory in the second computing system.

13. The memory device of claim 12, further comprising:
    a second memory configured to:
    receive metadata from the first CPU regarding the plurality of bytes of data; and
    store the metadata, wherein the metadata begins at a first address of the second memory, and wherein the interrupt message comprises the first address.

14. The memory device of claim 12, wherein the first memory is further configured to:
    perform a direct memory access (DMA) copy of the plurality of bytes of data to the memory in the second computing system in response to the interrupt message, wherein the second CPU is not occupied by the DMA copy.

15. The memory device of claim 14,
    wherein the second memory is further configured to, upon completion of the DMA copy, store a completion indicator, wherein the completion indicator indicates that the DMA copy is complete,
    wherein the controller is further configured to send a second interrupt message to the first CPU, wherein the second interrupt is configured to interrupt processing of the first CPU, and in response to the second interrupt message, allow the first CPU to read the completion indicator from the second memory to determine the status of the DMA copy.
16. The memory device of claim 12, wherein the second memory is divided into at least two segments comprising a first segment and a second segment, wherein the first segment is assigned to the first computing system and the second segment is assigned to the second computing system for writing metadata regarding data transfer to the corresponding segment, and wherein either of the computing systems are allowed to read from either segment.

17. The memory device of claim 16, wherein the metadata is stored in the first segment, and wherein the completion indicator is stored in the second segment.

18. The memory device of claim 15, wherein the first interrupt message and the second interrupt message are of the type Message Signaled Interrupt (MSI).

19. The memory device of claim 13, wherein the metadata further includes an identifier of the second CPU, wherein the controller is further configured to:

   further upon completion of the storing, read the metadata to determine the identifier of the second CPU.

20. The memory device of claim 12, wherein the data is stored scattered non-contiguous segments, wherein each segment corresponds to a start address and a length, and wherein the start addresses and lengths are stored in the first memory.
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